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Abstract
Nowadays, molecular biology has definitely become an interdisciplinary science. Toward
the study of the functions and the interactions of the biological molecules, such as nucleic
acids and proteins, computer science and engineering, along with chemistry and statistics,
are routinely engaged. In molecular biology, techniques and methods are constantly
developed, and new techniques emerge. Next-generation sequencing and bioinformatics
have become the cornerstones of molecular biology. The developing technologies have led
to a decrease of the cost per molecular unit analyzed, but at the cost of computer integra-
tion and intensification. Many research methods require a reference nucleic acid sequence.
Considering the necessary integration of sequencing data and methodology, combining
the “omics” approaches can help to elucidate more complex null hypotheses. Here, data
processing basics, with an emphasis to commonly used techniques, are summarized. The
knowledge gaps are discussed as well as further prospective for integrating next-
generation sequencing data.
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1. Introduction
The study of the functions and the interaction of the biological molecules such as nucleic acids
and proteins has become a daily laboratory routine. By recently, Sanger sequencing was
extensively used to uncover new genomic sequences. Sanger sequencing method was named
after Frederick Sanger (1918–2013), the British biochemist who invented it and won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry for the second time (1980). Until now, the method is based on PCR ampli-
fication and capillary electrophoresis. Each sequencing reaction generates a ladder of ddNTP-
terminated, dye-labeled products, which then are submitted to high-resolution electrophoretic
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separation within one of 96 or 384 capillaries in one run of a sequencing instrument. The
generated fragments are labeled with fluorescent substances and pass the laser, which allows
the four different nucleotides to excite and emit different colors of the light spectrum. A
camera then captures the colors, and the results are extracted in various formats for further
analysis. The analysis of Sanger sequencing data is more or less a straightforward procedure.
The sequences can be optically validated and cross-checked through the chromatogram. High-
quality reads should not contain ambiguities, and the peaks must be well spaced. On the other
hand, poor quality reads have low signal/noise ratio, overlapping peaks and low confidence
score. Consequently, a comparison of our sequence can be done with Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (BLAST) by NCBI. BLAST is the cornerstone of sequence analysis, since it facili-
tates the comparison among amino acid or nucleotide sequences.
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is an emerging technology with high-throughput outcome.
Recently, the rapid development of high-throughput technologies has led to advances in the
study of genome function. High-throughput molecular techniques are generally used to study
nucleic acids of different species such as DNA, mRNA, lncRNA, etc. Typically, the nucleic
acids are fragmented, amplified (or not), and sequenced using various technologies. Although
nucleic acid extraction and sequencing are a typical workflow for many laboratories world-
wide, integrative software to deal with the analysis workflow in a user-friendly manner is
scarce. An intermediate user who is thinking about starting a new NGS project has to set up a
Unix-based server with the appropriate software toolkit in order to deal with a huge amount of
data. A basic knowledge of R programming language is essential, and the bioconductor project
includes an important amount of applications for NGS data processing [1]. Moreover, essential
knowledge of scripting languages (Perl, Python) is necessary. In a few words, the data
resulting from the sequencer have to be quality checked, filtered, and finally evaluated. This
can be achieved on a substantial bioinformatic level.
2. Transcriptomics
Transcriptome sequencing (transcriptomics) enables the characterization of all RNA transcripts
for a given organism, including both the coding mRNA and noncoding RNA. For many years,
our knowledge on the transcriptome was derived from cloning and sequencing of individual
cDNA sequencing. Therefore, it was limited, low-throughput, and partial. However,
transcriptomics with next-generation sequencing (NGS) and RNA-Seq is able to increase our
knowledge on the dynamic RNA landscape. Compared to the limited capability of Sanger
sequencing, a typical RNA-Seq experiment can provide an integrated snapshot of an organ-
ism’s transcriptome. Normally, regarding RNA-Seq, there are two major experimental setups:
de novo assembly of the transcriptome and reference-guided assembly. The former is adequate
either when reference genome (or transcriptome) is not available or we want to expand the
existing knowledge of an organism’s transcriptome. Furthermore, it is mainly utilized in
cancer transcriptomics to find fused transcripts or in organisms with trans-splicing. A typical
analysis pipeline is presented in Figure 1. mRNA sequencing has many advantages over con-
ventional methods. Gene expression can be accurately quantified, and genes with alternative
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splice variants can be identified. Furthermore, reconstructing a transcriptome from short reads is
really challenging in terms of computer resources.
To ensure a high-quality transcriptome assembly, the design of the experiment should be
carefully designed. If differential expression analysis is planned, biological replication is vital.
As a rule of thumb, three to four biological replicates are adequate, but it depends upon the
specific experiments. Technical replicates are not essential, but can be used to check for any
barcoding effects on results. Usually, technical replicates are highly reproducible (e.g., [2]). In
Illumina platforms multiplexing samples are useful for two reasons. Firstly, if a lane fails to
produce data, it is still likely that many results from the other lanes can be extracted. Secondly,
technical replicates are produced and barcoding effect can be determined.
The very first step upon the receipt of the sequenced data is a secure backup. No one wants to
lose precious samples and hundreds of man-hours due to a failure of a hard disk. Data can be
stored (and published) in public databases such as NCBI SRA. The reads can be recovered
from the database, and a set of metadata is available detailing the experimental conditions.
2.1. Material
A typical flowchart of RNA-Seq experiments usually includes RNA extraction, which must be
of high purity and integrity. Most sequencing companies recommend an RNA integrity num-
ber (RIN), using Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 higher than 8. Except for difficult materials (i.e.,
Figure 1. Typical workflow of an RNA-Seq experiment.
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FFPE samples, fossils), normally preserved samples could easily achieve this score, with
standard extraction protocols. Two types of protocols are used for RNA extraction: affinity
based (in column) and organic extraction (phenol, chloroform, isoamyl alcohol). The former is
compatible with various sample types (animal tissue, plant cells, bacteria, yeast, etc.). Further-
more, DNAse treatment which eliminates contaminating genomic DNA is highly facilitated in
a column-based extraction. In this way, excellent RNA purity and integrity are achieved. In
addition, automated RNA extraction process is able to reduce working time and at the same
time provides opportunity in increasing reproducibility and quality of results [3]. Starting from
total RNA, two strategies are available for RNA-Seq: enrichment for mature transcripts using
poly(A) tails and depletion of abundant ribosomal sequences. In that way, mature mRNA is
abundant in the sample for further processing. Since rRNA represents the 80% of the total
RNA and mRNA is 5%, mRNA enrichment is crucial in order to achieve a decent sequencing
depth. Sequencing depth is the mean number of times that each nucleotide is sequenced. This
stands only for genome, where nucleotides remain relatively stable. For transcriptome, differ-
ential expression plus biases in sample processing and sequencing can result in genes with lack
of coverage.
2.2. Data quality control and filtering
There are numerous pipelines that check the quality of the data produced by the sequencer.
Although millions of reads are typically produced by high-throughput sequencers, simple
quality controls are essential in order to be sure that the data could be further processed. If
any problems or biases are spotted in the dataset, corrective measures can be taken in most
cases. FastQC [4] is a very fast and reliable application that can process different data formats
such as fastq, compressed fastq, SAM, and BAM. By using simple bash scripts, one could easily
analyze multiple datasets at once. FastQC can run in a graphical user interface (GUI) environ-
ments even in Unix platforms. An application designed to better group FASTQC result data in
whole experiments is FQC [5]. The results are stored in simple html files and can be viewed
with any web browser available. The output includes simple statistics such as the number of
reads, sequence length, etc. A more important statistic for the quality of the available reads is
the diagram of the quality score over the nucleotide position in the sequence. In the fastq
format, each read is tagged with a quality score known as Phred quality score. In general, a
Phred quality score of 10 means that there is a possibility of the called base being correct of
90%, 20 is 99%, 30 is 99.9%, etc. As a rule of thumb, bases with score over 20 are considered as
bases of good quality.
RNA-Seq reads need further preprocessing before assembly and gene expression analysis.
Usually, 50 or 30 ends present lower-quality or ambiguous sequences. Consequently, these reads
are trimmed at both ends. In case the reads have more low-quality or ambiguous nucleotides,
they are totally excluded from the analysis. Some good tools for the preprocessing of data
include PRINSEQ [6] and Trimmomatic [7]. Although rRNA is routinely removed during
library preparation, many sequences are present in raw reads. An efficient tool for rRNA
removal is SortMeRNA [8]. SortMeRNA leverages public rRNA databases such as SILVA [9]
and Greengenes [10], to identify rRNA sequences. Firstly, developed for metagenomic studies,
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the software has the ability to extract rRNA sequences in fastq files for further processing.
Although designed for single fastq files, two scripts that split and merge back paired-end files,
respectively, are provided. Another one critical step during sequence filtering is adapter and
primer removal from the dataset. One could combine adapter clipping with quality trimming
with Trimmomatic. Cutadapt [11] is definitely a dedicated tool for adapter and PCR primer
clipping and removing. The software supports flexible scanning and removal of contaminating
sequences.
Consequently, following the previous steps, the data could be used for further processing. In
each step, a quality control could be adequate to safeguard the efficiency of process. As a
result, the user is able to further process the data or repeat the step, with different settings,
until the results are satisfying.
2.3. De novo transcriptome versus genome-guided assembly
De novo transcriptome assembly is a computer-intensive process. Despite the constant
increase of available tools, transcriptome assembly from short reads still remains a very
challenging process. Probably, the most popular tool for transcriptome assembly is Trinity
[12]. Beyond assembly, Trinity incorporates many post-assembly tools which include assembly
QC, full-length transcript analysis, abundance, and differential gene expression analysis. Fur-
thermore, protein-coding analysis and functional annotation software are included.
Evaluating a de novo transcriptome assembly is really a hard job. There is a plethora of metrics
to assess the accuracy and completeness of a transcriptome assembly. Honaas et al. [13]
concluded that a combination of metrics can be used in the following order: a number of reads
mapping to the assembly; recovery of conserved, widely expressed genes; N50 length statistics;
and the total number of unigenes. A number of tools are available for this purpose such as
BUSCO [14], DETONATE [15], and TransRate [16].
On the other hand, reference-guided transcriptome assembly could be very solid. However,
the accuracy of reference-based transcriptome assembly depends on correct read alignment
and genetic variants such as alternative splice variants, CNVs, etc. Transcripts are distin-
guished from the reference genome by Cufflinks [17], and supporting applications in the suite
can be used for further analysis.
2.4. Read mapping and counting
The first major data processing step in sequencing studies for species with a reference genome
is the mapping of sequencing reads to the reference (genome or transcriptome). Mapping of the
reads is defined as the prediction of the loci from which the reads originate. There are many
alignment algorithms such as BWA [18] and Bowtie [19] which are unspliced read mappers
and TopHat [20] which is a spliced one. The choice of aligner often influences the final results,
as different algorithms show various false-positive and/or false-negative rates. There is no
single mapper that can align all reads to a reference. This could be due to sequencing errors or
polymorphic loci in the reference. Indeed, unmapped reads could be analyzed for identifica-
tion of such variants. After mapping, a consequential SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) file
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result is typically converted to the compressed binary version BAM. This is typically achieved
with the samtools view command [21].
The differential expression analysis of NGS data includes the counting of the mapped reads on
the transcripts. The Trinity suite incorporates various applications for further analysis of
transcriptome data. Four tools are employed for read counting, namely, alignment-based tools
RSEM [22] and eXpress [23], as well as alignment-free kallisto [24] and salmon [25].
2.5. Differential expression analysis
The output from read counting is a matrix of raw counts that is used as input for R-based
software such as DESeq [26], DESeq2 [27], or edgeR [28]. Since each software draws upon
different statistical methods, differences in outputs may arise. Furthermore, there are available
capabilities of clustering the differentially expressed genes or plotting the results in diagrams.
One of the most favorite plots available is the heat map, where the expression of the genes is
presented in colors that distinguish the control from the treatment groups. Typically, a palette
of red and blue colors is used to indicate up- and downregulation, respectively. Finally, the
most important thing on the whole procedure is the discovery of genes (or gene clusters)
associated with the biological questions posed.
3. DNA-protein interactions
3.1. Introduction
Proteins bind DNA in order to regulate genome function. Among the proteins that bind DNA,
most characteristics are the transcription factors (TFs). Transcription factors regulate transcrip-
tion by switching on and off genes. They act either alone or synergistically with other proteins
as cofactors. Furthermore, groups of TFs function in a coordinated fashion to trigger many
fundamental genomic processes (cell division, cell death, development) and periodically in
reaction to signals coming from outside the cell.
DNA-protein interactions can be studied by using chromatin immunoprecipitation followed
by sequencing (ChIP-Seq) [29]. Accordingly, RNA-protein interactions can be unveiled using
cross-linking immunoprecipitation (CLIP), RNA-DNA interactions using CHART and CHiRP,
and DNA-DNA interactions (using 3C-based methods, including circularized chromosome
conformation capture (4C), chromosome conformation capture carbon copy (5C), Hi-C, and
chromatin interaction analysis by paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) [30]. Further down,
we are going to focus on DNA-protein interaction methodology. During this step, our purpose
is to capture characteristic read distribution at the chromatin interaction sites and detect
significantly enriched regions.
3.2. Material
When conducting an immunoprecipitation experiment, probably the most major consider-
ation is the selection of the antibody. The antibody must be specific and work in chromatin
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immunoprecipitation. Both monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies are able to work with ChIP,
though monoclonal is usually more specific. On the other hand, polyclonal antibodies recog-
nize multiple epitopes on the targets.
This kind of assays starts with cross-linking DNA and protein. During this procedure, the
cross-linking substance penetrates intact cells and fixes DNA-protein complexes. The most
common stabilizer in ChIP is formaldehyde, and after stabilization chromatin is sheared in
fragments commonly 200–600 bp [31].
3.3. Methodology
Following sequencing the dataset has to be aligned on the reference. Typical aligners are used
such as Bowtie or BWA, and the corresponding SAM files are converted to their binary analogs
(BAM). The alignments can be visualized with the stand-alone genome browser IGV [32].
When uploading an alignment file to the browser, the browser is going to search for the
appropriate index file. To create the index file, the BAM file must be sorted according to its
chromosomal coordinates. The indexing can be achieved with samtools index.
Another way to visualize these alignments is through the BigWig format which is an indexed
binary format. Firstly, BAM is converted into a bedGraph file with BEDTools [33] and then is
turned into BigWig using the bedGraphtoBigWig application from the UCSC tools [34].
BEDTools include ready-to-use files for human and mouse genomes. These files can be loaded
in genomic viewers such as IGV and zoom in specific genes or chromosomal loci of interest.
MACS analysis [35] was first developed to identify transcription factor-binding sites. MACS
empirically models the length of the sequenced ChIP fragments and uses it to improve the
spatial resolution of predicted binding sites. MACS can be used for CHIP-Seq data alone or
with control sample to increase specificity. In that sense, control sample is highly
recommended to distinguish positive binding sites over background noise. Peak files gener-
ated fromMACS can be uploaded to Ensembl for further analysis. Furthermore, it is advised to
look at genes or regulatory elements that are located in proximity with identified regions.
PeakAnalyzer [36] is a stand-alone program for the processing of genomic loci, with an
emphasis on datasets consisting of ChIP-derived signal peaks. Gene ontology functional anno-
tation can be applied in the closest downstream genes. Finally, it is really interesting to
associate motif-binding sites with motifs or sequence patterns. These motifs can be compared
to known motifs available in databases such as JASPAR and UniPROBE.
4. Variant calling
4.1. Methodology
Polymorphisms are generally studied in biology, under the prism of various null hypotheses.
In population studies, genotype-trait associations, rare diseases and evolutionary biology, and
polymorphisms are studied to answer fundamental biological questions. The starting material
could be either DNA or RNA, depending on the experimental design. High-quality reads, high
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coverage, and a thorough bioinformatic pipelines are prerequisites to identify polymorphisms
on a solid basis.
Variant callers demand different preprocessing steps before the actual processing of insertions-
deletions (InDels), single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and structural variants (SVs).
Typical steps include duplicate removals and local realignment. Picard tools by Broad Institute
include a Java-based set of command-line tool, including MarkDuplicates.jar command for the
removal of the duplicate reads. The documentation of the software provides an extended walk-
through and describes the metrics produced by the software.
Samtools mpileup is one of the options considered for variant calling. This option demands a
reference (either genome or transcriptome) in a FASTA file and the BAM file of the aligned
reads. The output is in VCF (variant call format) which is converted to its binary analogue
(BCF). Samtools scripts are available that can be used to filter for low mapping quality, low
coverage, gaps, and similar biases. All these artifacts are known to increase false-positive rates
in SNP calls. VCFtools software [37] has the ability to filter, merge, subset, and query VCF files.
Furthermore, it is able to produce simple descriptive statistics such as InDel length,
transversion/transition ratio, etc. All these results can be visualized either with simple tools
such as the tview command of the samtools package or with more sophisticated viewers such
as IGV [32].
4.2. Annotation
Raw variant calling files contain many false-positive results, which may be due to the sequence
quality of the reads, PCR artifacts, or other biases. Annotating these variations may mark these
SNVs as less confident. In addition, important mutations could be identified according to the
effect they bear on the genome. For these purposes, two potential applications are Annovar
[38] and SnpEff [39]. While the latter is able to use directly VCF files, Annovar uses a specific
input format that files should be converted to.
Using predefined gtf (general transfer format) models, all SNPs can be classified as synony-
mous, non-synonymous, loss of function, start loss, stop loss, start gain, start loss, etc.
according to their effect on the genome. The 1000 Genomes data as well as the dbSNP can be
used to extract data of features for annotated genomes. In case of non-model species, genes
should firstly be dully annotated. Finally, any important variants should be spotted using
Sanger sequencing for validation.
5. Perspectives
Although thousands of papers have been published, many things have to be done toward
integration of NGS data and processing. Most of the work done is not reproducible, and data
processing pipelines could not be shared among different experiments. Although guidelines
for result validation have been extensively reviewed [40–43], processing parameters should be
recorded thoroughly. The complexity of the NGS experiments demands complete description
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of the parameters through metadata; minimum information about any (x) sequence (MIxS)
creates a single-entry point to all minimum information checklists for sequence data [44].
Beside reproducibility issues, one could safely argue that NGS data processing is not actually
user-friendly. Expertise in informatics and more specifically in Unix-based systems is essential.
In that sense, biologists are able to handle sequencing data in association with computer
scientists. Furthermore, for assembly and annotation purposes, intense computing is needed
that diverges from personal computers’ capabilities. Therefore, small servers to large comput-
ing clusters need to be employed for processing. The development of graphical user interface
(GUI) software for NGS processing is essential. Furthermore, software suites that include all
steps of processing (QC, preprocessing, filtering, assembling, mapping, and differential analy-
sis) combined with machine learning systems could facilitate analysis from beginners or
intermediate computer users. In other words, more sophisticated software could propose the
user, according to the experiment and the data walk-through to analyze the dataset.
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